Upper Intermediate Quick Check Test 9A
Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the verbs in the box.
feel

wake

become

tell

make

shout

1 I’m beginning to feel a bit hungry now.
2 Will you remember
a doctor’s
appointment for tomorrow, please?
3 After getting an MA in maths, he went on
a graffiti artist.
4 Do you remember
up in the middle of
the night and
‘goal!’?
5 He completely forgot
me to meet him
at 8. He didn’t turn up until 9.15!
10

2 Underline the correct alternative.
1 A: I wonder where my dictionary is.
B: You could’ve / can’t left it at home.
2 A: Tom looks exhausted today.
B: He must’ve been working / worked all night.
3 A: Did James pass his exams?
B: No. He can’t / must have studied hard enough.
4 A: Where’s my passport? I left it in this drawer.
B: Do you think it could have been / been stolen?
5 A: The front window’s broken!
B: It might’ve / couldn’t have been the children.
They’re all at school now.
6 A: I wonder why Mr Thomas wasn’t at the
meeting.
B: He can’t have being / been told about it.

4 Complete with the correct form of the verbs in
the box and a preposition.
dream

thank clear

charge

blame

save

1 My parents dream of retiring.
2 Don’t
me
breaking it.
3 The boy
the man
rescuing him
and
him
drowning.
4 The girls were
shoplifting and
taken to the police station.
5 He was
mugging the old lady
after new evidence was found.
5

5 Complete the phrases.
1 Sam will be late. His car’s b r o k e n down.
2 I got s
u a tree when I was six.
3 He f
o
a roof and got k
o
4 Ring 999! The house is o f
.
5 Can you keep a spare house key for me? I’m
always l
myself o
.

.

5

Pronunciation
6 Underline the word with a different vowel
sound.
1 mug stuck rescue a suspect
2 shoplift pose knock apologise
3 blame save evade swap
4 arson hacker grab kidnap
5 pretend divert arrest attention
6 distract counterfeit bribe switch
5

Functions
10

7 Complete the words.
A: Good morning. Marden Police Station.
B: Hello. I’ve just 1been mugged! I was in town
when a man came up to me, asking for directions.
Before I 2r
what had 3h
, he’d
snatched my bag and jumped into a car.
A: What sort of car was it?
B: It was beige or grey. I didn’t 4c
the
number 5p
. My 6m
went
7
b
.
A: Don’t worry. He’s probably swapped cars by
now. What was he 8l
?
B: He 9r
me of Johnny Depp and that
distracted me. But he looked like a tourist. He had a
map and everything.
A: Yes, to divert your 10a
.
B: I know. I was completely 11f
.

Vocabulary
3 Complete the table.
crime
mugging
arson
³
vandalism

person
¹ mugger
²
stalker
4

5

hacker

pickpocketing

6

7

kidnapper

tax evasion
identity theft

8

10

counterfeiter
¹¹

shoplifting

9

10
5
Total:
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Upper Intermediate Quick Check Test 9B
4 Complete with the correct form of the verbs in
the box and a preposition.

Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the verbs in the box.
feel

work

cancel

open

make

put

1 I’m beginning to feel a bit hungry now.
2 She tried
the jar several times but she
couldn’t. It was stuck.
3 I wish you’d stop
that noise. I’m trying
to work.
4 Will you go on
for them now they’ve
reduced your salary?
5 Sorry, I completely forgot
your letter in
the post. I’ll do it tomorrow.
6 Will you remember
my dentist’s
appointment? I can’t go tomorrow.
10

2 Underline the correct alternative.
1 A: I wonder where my dictionary is.
B: You could’ve / can’t left it at home.
2 A: My favourite vase is broken!
B: It might’ve / couldn’t have been the cat.
3 A: I wonder why he didn’t turn up.
B: He can’t have being / been told about it.
4 A: Why does Mary look so tired today?
B: She might’ve been working / worked late last
night.
5 A: Did Jack pass his driving test?
B: No. He can’t / must have practised enough.
6 A: Where’s my wallet? I left it here.
B: Do you think it might have been / been stolen?

dream

blame

thank charge save

clear

1 My parents dream of retiring.
2 The men were taken to court and
hacking into computers.
3 She was
shoplifting after new
evidence was given.
4 Don’t
me
losing the keys.
5 The man
the girl
rescuing his son
and
him
drowning.
5

5 Complete the phrases.
1 Sam will be late. His car’s b r o k e n down.
2 He gave me a spare house key because he keeps
l
himself o
.
3 Thieves b
i
my flat last night and
stole my laptop.
4 He f
o
a wall and g
k
out.
5 She swerved to avoid r
o
a child
who ran into the road.
5

Pronunciation
6 Underline the word with a different vowel
sound.
1 mug stuck rescue a suspect
2 divert arrest identity theft
3 distract grab arson snatch
4 knock apologise shoplift pose
5 blame swap taken evade
6 divert counterfeit bribe identity
5
10

Functions
Vocabulary

7 Complete the words.
A: Good morning. Marden Police Station.
B: Oh, hello. I’ve just 1been mugged!. A man in a
car asked me for directions. 2B
I realised
what was 3h
, he’d 4g
my bag and
driven off.
A: Did you get any details of the car?
B: Oh, I didn’t 5c
the 6n
plate. It
7
all happened so q
.
A: Well, he’s probably switched cars by now. Can
you describe him?
B: Yes, he 8r
me of Orlando Bloom. He
9
l
like a tourist. It didn’t 10c
my
11
m
that he was a mugger.

3 Complete the table.
crime
person
1
mugging
mugger
2
stalking
3
arson
4
vandal
5
hacker
6
kidnapping
7
pickpocketing
8
tax evader
9
identity thief
10
counterfeiting
11
shoplifter

10
5
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Upper Intermediate Quick Check Test 10A
Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with a relative pronoun
where necessary.
1 They live in the house where I was born.
2 The best book
I’ve ever read is The
Lacuna by Barbara Kingsolver,
won the
Orange prize for it.
3 When I was a child, we had two dogs
names were Prince and Lucky.
4 The first holiday
we can remember
taking together was to Paris.
5 One of my twin brothers,
lives in the
US, also has twin sons.
6 I only realised how late it was
I saw the
street lights come on.
10

2 Underline the correct alternative.
1 Walking / Walked down the street, she was
surprised to see her husband ran / running towards
her.
2 The passengers involved / involving in the train
crash were taken to hospital, hardly realising /
realised what had happened.
3 Worrying / Worried by her reaction, he sat thought
/ thinking about what was wrong.
4 She stared at the house lain / lying in the valley,
surrounding / surrounded by trees.
5 Having / Had forgotten his camera, he stood there,
memorising / memorised the beauty of the building.
6 He rang her, feared / fearing the worst.
10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the phrases.
1 The new production of Let’s face the Music was a
s e l l o u t on Broadway.
2 His latest romantic comedy was dull,
p
and a f
at the box office.
3 Her electrifying operatic performance in Tosca has
received r
r
.
4 I’ve given up m
theatre in favour
of a
comedy.
5 The ground-breaking work of performance artist
Sharon Alman has c
as
in the art
world.
6 Despite the h
, the New Age ballet Step back
in Manchester is still a m
for dance fans.

4 Match 1–11 with a)–k).
1 bits and
d
a) ready
2 now and
b) bounds
3 sick and
c) off
4 ups and
d) pieces
5 peace and
e) take
6 rough and
f) then
7 through and
g) cons
8 on and
h) tired
9 leaps and
i) quiet
10 give and
j) downs
11 pros and
k) through
5

Pronunciation
5 Match the words 1–6 with the stress patterns
a)–f).
1 brilliant
e
a) Oo
2 unforgettable
b) oOoo
3 horrific
c) ooOoo
4 electrifying
d) oOo
5 alternative
e) Ooo
6 thickened
f) oOooo
5

Functions
6 Put the letters in brackets in the correct order
to complete the text.
Our next stop in the Wye Valley will be Tintern
Abbey which is 1(esatitud) situated on the banks
of the River Wye. 2(upeSplyosd)
one of
the most spectacular ruins in the country, it’s well
3
(rtohw)
seeing. 4(uFndode)
by the Lord of Chepstow in 1131, the
remains you’ll see in a few minutes were built,
5
(eveebli)
it or not, between 1136 and
1536. As you may 6(wkno)
, Henry VIII
broke away from the Catholic Church in the 1530s,
and Tintern Abbey was closed down.
7
(erIntstinygel)
, however, the ruins
were fashionable in the 18th century when the
Abbey ruins became a must-see landmark.
8
(pAypaenrtl)
inspired by its romantic
location, the English poets, Wordsworth and
Tennyson, wrote about it. Ah, we’ve arrived.
9
(llSah)
we get off the bus and 10(dhea)
over to the Abbey? After our visit,
we’ll retrace our 11(sptse)
and have tea
in the village.
10

10
Total:
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Upper Intermediate Quick Check Test 10B
Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with a relative pronoun
where necessary.
1 That woman lives in the house where I was
born.
2 One of my classmates,
father is our
teacher, never does her homework.
3 She only realised the depth of the pool
she’d jumped in.
4 They had two cats
both lived until they
were over twenty years old.
5 The first holiday
we ever took together
was our honeymoon in Italy,
we now have
a holiday home.
10

2 Underline the correct alternative.
1 Walking / Walked down the street, she was
surprised to see her husband ran / running
towards her.
2 Having forgotten / forgetting his phone, he stood
there, wondering / wondered how he was going to
get home.
3 Do you know the two women sat / sitting over
there, wearing / worn awful hats?
4 Surprised / Surprising by his violent reaction, she
stood, frightened / frightening about what would
happen next.
5 He looked at the presents under the tree, hoped /
hoping the big one was his, but suspecting /
suspected it wasn’t.
6 Suddenly heard / hearing a loud bang, he ran out
of the house, putting / put on his coat as he went.
10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the phrases.
1 The new production of Let’s face the Music was a
s e l l o u t on Broadway.
2 The ground-breaking work of choreographer
Stuart Barnes has c
as
in the dance
world.
3 Despite the h
, the New Age ballet Step back
in Manchester is still a m
for dance fans.
4 Jason Burke’s latest thriller was dull,
p
and a real l
.
5 The actors’ electrifying performances in The
Tempest have received r
r
.
6 He’s given up m
films in favour
of a
cinema.

4 Match 1–11 with a)–k).
1 bits and
i
a) ready
2 through and
b) cons
3 on and
c) tired
4 leaps and
d) quiet
5 give and
e) downs
6 pros and
f) through
7 now and
g) bounds
8 sick and
h) off
9 ups and
i) pieces
10 peace and
j) take
11 rough and
k) then
5

Pronunciation
5 Match the words 1–6 with the stress patterns
a)–f).
1 brilliant
c
a) Oo
2 unforgettable
b) oOooo
3 horrific
c) Ooo
4 electrifying
d) oOoo
5 alternative
e) ooOoo
6 widened
f) oOo
5

Functions
6 Put the letters in brackets in the correct order
to complete the text.
Our next stop in the Wye Valley will be Tintern
Abbey which is 1(esatitud) situated on the banks
of the River Wye. It is 2(lelw)
worth
3
(ienseg)
as I’m sure you will agree.
4
(upeSplyosd)
one of the most spectacular
ruins in the country, it’s just outside the pretty
village of Tintern. It was 5(dfunode)
by the
Lord of Chepstow in 1131 and the remains were
built, 6(ebveeli)
it or not, between 1136
and 1536. As you may 7(wkon)
, Henry
VIII broke away from the Catholic Church in the
1530s, bringing 400 years of life at the Abbey to an
end. 8(erIntstinygel)
, however, ruins
became fashionable in the 18th century, making the
Tintern ruins a must-see place to go to.
9
(pAypaenrtl)
inspired by its romantic
location, the renowned English painter J.M.W.
Turner, painted watercolours of it. Ah, we’ve
arrived. Let’s get off the bus and head 10(evro)
to the Abbey, shall we? Afterwards, we’ll
11
(areerct)
our steps and have tea in the
village.
10

10
Total:
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Upper Intermediate Tests Answer Key
Quick Check Test 9A

Quick Check Test 10A

1:

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:
7:

2 to make
3 to become
4 waking / shouting
5 to tell
2 been working
3 can’t
4 have been
5 couldn’t have
6 been
2 arsonist 3 stalking 4 vandal 5 hacking
6 pickpocket 7 kidnapping 8 tax evader
9 identity thief 10 counterfeiting
11 shoplifter
2 blame / for
3 thanked / for, saving / from
4 charged with
5 cleared of
2 stuck up
3 fell off / knocked out
4 on fire
5 locking / out
2 pose 3 swap 4 arson 5 divert 6 bribe
2 realised 3 happened 4 catch 5 plate
6 mind 7 blank 8 like 9 reminded
10 attention 11 fooled

Quick Check Test 9B
1:
2:
3:

4:

5:

6:
7:

2:

3:

4:
5:
6:

Quick Check Test 10B
1:

2:

2 to open 3 making 4 working 5 to put
6 to cancel
2 might’ve 3 been 4 working 5 can’t
6 have been
2 stalker 3 arsonist 4 vandalism
5 hacking 6 kidnapper 7 pickpocket
8 tax evasion 9 identity theft
10 counterfeiter 11 shoplifting
2 charged with
3 cleared of
4 blame / for
5 thanked / for, saving / from
2 locking / out
3 broke into
4 fell off / got knocked
5 running over
2 divert 3 arson 4 pose 5 swap
6 counterfeit
2 Before 3 happening 4 grabbed
5 catch 6 number 7 quickly 8 reminded
9 looked 10 cross 11 mind

2 – (that / which) / who
3 whose
4 – (that / which)
5 who
6 when
2 involved / realising
3 Worried / thinking
4 lying / surrounded
5 Having / memorising
6 fearing
2 predictable / flop
3 rave reviews
4 mainstream / alternative
5 created / stir
6 hype / must-see
2f 3h 4j 5i 6a 7k 8c 9b 10e 11g
2c 3d 4f 5b 6a
2 Supposedly 3 worth 4 Founded
5 believe 6 know 7 Interestingly
8 Apparently 9 Shall 10 head 11 steps

3:

4:
5:
6:

2 whose
3 when
4 which / that
5 – (that / which) / where
2 forgotten / wondering
3 sitting / wearing
4 Surprised / frightened
5 hoping / suspecting
6 hearing / putting
2 created / stir
3 hype / must-see
4 predictable / letdown
5 rave reviews
6 mainstream / alternative
2f 3h 4g 5j 6b 7k 8c 9e 10d 11a
2e 3f 4b 5d 6a
2 well 3 seeing 4 Supposedly
5 founded 6 believe 7 know
8 Interestingly 9 Apparently 10 over
11 retrace
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